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KITAEV’S STABILIZER CODE AND CHAIN COMPLEX THEORY OF
BICOMMUTATIVE HOPF ALGEBRAS
MINKYU KIM
Abstract. In this paper, we give a generalization of Kitaev’s stabilizer code based on chain
complex theory of bicommutative Hopf algebras. Due to the bicommutativity, the Kitaev’s
stabilizer code extends to any finite CW-complex and its q-cells, more generally short abstract
complex over a commutative unital ring R which is introduced in this paper. Given a finite-
dimensional bisemisimple bicommutative Hopf algebra with an R-action, we introduce two
types of stabilizers which are analogous to the A-stabilizers and B-stabilizers, and define a
local Hamiltonian by their sum. We prove that the eigenspaces of the Hamiltonian gives an
orthogonal decomposition and the ground-state space is isomorphic to the homology Hopf
algebra. Furthermore, we give a generalization of the duality in the literature based on the
Poincare´-Lefschetz duality.
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1. Introduction
In topological quantum computation, Kitaev lattice model is a lattice Hamiltonian model
over polyhedral surfaces [1] [4] [11]. It is constructed from a finite-dimensional semi-simple
Hopf algebra A over the complex field. The state space or crude Hilbert space is given by
a tensor product of A’s running over 1-cells of the surface. The ground-state space (the
eigenspace of 0) of the Hamiltonian is known to be a homotopy invariant. The Hamiltonian
is defined by a sum of stabilizers, so called A-stabilizers and B-stabilizers which are defined
by using some structure on the Hopf algebra.
In this paper, we give a generalization of Kitaev’s stabilizer code (a.k.a. the toric code)
based on chain complex theory of bicommutative Hopf algebras over an arbitrary field k. Due
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2 MINKYU KIM
to the bicommutativity, the Kitaev’s stabilizer code extends to any finite CW-complex and its
q-cells, more generally short abstract complex over a commutative unital ring R. The latter
notion is introduced in section 4.
Let X be a short abstract complex X over R. Let A be a bicommutative Hopf algebra
over a field k. Suppose that A has a finite volume in the sense of [7], or equivalently A is
finite-dimensional and bisemisimple. We define a vector space VpX; Aq with a symmetric
non-degenerate pairing. For an R-action α on A, we define a symmetric operator HpX; A, αq
on VpX; Aq. It is a sum of commutative projections which consist of two types of stabilizers
analogous to A-stabilizers and B-stabilizers. Such stabilizers are induced by the incidence
numbers of cells in CW-complex.
The symbol HpX; A, αq stands for the homology Hopf algebra with coefficients in pA, αq.
The homology Hopf algebra is obtained by the homology of an induced chain complex of
bicommutative Hopf algebras C‚pX; A, αq. The chain complex theory of bicommutative Hopf
algebras is considered based on the fact that the category Hopfbck of bicommutative Hopf
algebras over k is an abelian category [15] [16].
The main theorem of this paper is given as follows. See Theorem 5.11 for the proof.
Theorem 1.1. (1) The eigenspaces of the operator HpX; A, αq give an orthogonal de-
composition of VpX; Aq.
(2) 0 P k is an eigenvalue ofHpX; A, αq. Furthermore, there exists a natural isomorphism
of vector spaces with pairings between the ground-state space (the eigenspace of 0)
and the homology Hopf algebra HpX; A, αq.
By the second part of the main theorem, the ground-state space is a homotopy invariant
of the chain complex C‚pX; A, αq. It implies that in application to topology, the ground-state
space does not depend on the choice of the CW-complex structure.
The Hodge decomposition gives an isomorphism of the de Rham cohomology theory and
the kernel of the Laplacian. The Laplacian is obtained from the de Rham cochain complex of
differential forms. Theorem 1.1, in particular its application to topology (see Theorem 6.2),
gives a discrete and finite analogue of the Hodge decomposition.
In addition to the main theorem, we give a generalization of the duality with respect to a
dual complex in oriented surfaces. The duality in [1] [3] [14] factors through the Poincare´-
Lefschetz duality and a transposition of short abstract complexes introduced in this paper.
We extend the duality to R-oriented manifolds with arbitrary dimension for a commutative
unital ring R.
There is a classical isomorphism between the first cohomology group with an abelian group
G and the set of isomorphism classes of principal G-bundle. We believe that our study is the
(co)homology theory counterpart with respect to the Hopf algebra gauge theory [14].
Our local stabilizers gives a generalization of a part of Vrana-Farkas [19]. They study a
local Hamiltonian model defined on q-cells of an arbitrary CW-complex without any finite
condition. We consider an arbitrary bicommutative Hopf algebra with a finite volume whereas
their study is based on a bicommutative group algebra. Moreover, we compare the ground-
state space with the homology Hopf algebra.
We are motivated by some lattice Hamiltonian models which extends to TQFT’s. It is
known that the Kitaev lattice model, not necessarily bicommutative, is a Hamiltonian coun-
terpart of 3-dimensional Dijkgraaf-Witten TQFT [5] [6] and Turaev-Viro TQFT [1] [2] [9]
[10] [18]. In our another paper [8], we give a construction of a (possibly epmty) family of
TQFT’s from a Hopfbck -valued homology theory which generalizes abelian DW TQFT and
bicommutative TV TQFT. This paper is a Hamiltonian counterpart of those TQFT’s which
are obtained from ordinary homology theory.
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the homology Hopf al-
gebra of a short chain complex of bicommutative Hopf algebras. In section 3, we give an
overview of a stabilized object and an invariant object of (co)actions. In section 4, we give
an explanation about the notion of short abstract complexes. In subsection 5.1, we define
local stabilizers on short abstract complexes and the associated local Hamiltonian operator.
In subsection 5.2, we study the eigenspaces of the local Hamiltonian operator. In particular,
we give an isomorphism of the ground-state space and the homology Hopf algebra. Each
of the ground-state space and the homology Hopf algebra has a natural symmetric pairing.
In subsection 5.3, we prove those pairings coincide with each other. In subsection 6.1, we
apply the results in section 5 to q-cells of finite CW-complexes. In subsection 6.2, we focus
on polyhedral complexes, and reproduce the Kitaev’s local stabilizers. In subsection 7.1, we
introduce the transposition of short abstract complexes and give a duality of local stabilizers
with respect to the transposition. In subsection 7.2, we prove a Poincare´-Lefschetz duality of
local stabilizers on a polyhedral subcomplex in an R-oriented manifold. In appendix A, we
give an overview of the Poincare´-Lefschetz duality of cellular chain complexes.
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2. Homology Hopf algebra
Definition 2.1. Let A, B be bicommutative Hopf algebras. The set of bialgebra homomor-
phisms from A to B becomes an abelian group by the convolution : for ξ, ξ1 : A Ñ B, the
convolution ξ ˚ ξ1 is given by a composition ∇B ˝ pξb ξ1q ˝∆A. Denote the unit by 1. In other
words, we abbreviate 1 for the composition ηB ˝ A.
Proposition 2.2. The abelian group structure on each bialgebra homomorphism set induces
an additive category structure on the category Hopfbck . Furthermore, the additive category
Hopfbck is an abelian category.
Proof. The proof follows from [15] or [16]. 
Definition 2.3. Let A, B be bicommutative Hopf algebras. For a bialgebra homomorphism
ξ : A Ñ B, a pair pCokHpξq, cokHpξqq is a cokernel of the bialgebra homomorphism ξ if it
satisfies the following conditions :
(1) CokHpξq is a bicommutative Hopf algebra.
(2) cokHpξq : B Ñ CokHpξq is a bialgebra homomorphism.
(3) cokHpξq ˝ ξ “ 1.
(4) It is universal : if a bialgebra homomorphism ϕ : B Ñ C satisfies ϕ˝ξ “ 1, then there
exists a unique bialgebra homomorphism ϕ¯ : CokHpξq Ñ C such that ϕ¯˝cokHpξq “ ϕ.
Equivalently, pCokHpξq, cokHpξqq is a cokernel object in the abelian category Hopfbck .
In an analogous way, we define a kernel of the bialgebra homomorphism ξ denoted by
pKerHpξq, kerHpξqq.
Remark 2.4. In this paper, we denote by Cok or Ker to represent the cokernel and kernel
vector spaces of linear homomorphisms. In general, CokH ‰ Cok and KerH ‰ Ker.
Definition 2.5. Consider a chain complex A‚ of bicommutative Hopf algebras,
A`
B`Ñ A˝ B´Ñ A´.(1)
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In other words, A˝ are bicommutative Hopf algebras for ˝ “ `, ˝,´, and B˘ are bialgebra
homomorphisms such that B´ ˝ B` “ 1. We define the homology Hopf algebra HpA‚q by
its homology in the abelian category Hopfbck : The bialgebra homomorphism B` induces a
bialgebra homomorphism B¯` : A` Ñ KerHpB´q due to B´ ˝ B` “ 1. We define HpA‚q def.“
CokHpB¯`q.
3. Stabilized object and invariant object of (co)actions
Definition 3.1. Let X be a vector space and A be a Hopf algebra. For a left action α :
A b X Ñ X, a pair pαzzX, iq is an invariant object of the action pA, α, Xq if it satisfies the
following axioms :
‚ αzzX is a vector space.
‚ i : αzzX Ñ X is a linear homomorphism.
‚ The diagram commutes where τ is the trivial action :
(2)
Ab X X
Ab pαzzXq αzzX
α
τ
ibidA i
‚ It is universal : If a linear homomorphism ξ : Z Ñ X satisfies a commutative diagram,
(3)
Ab X X
Ab Z Z
α
τ
ξbidA ξ
then there exists a unique linear homomorphism ξ¯ : Z Ñ αzzX such that i ˝ ξ¯ “ ξ.
In an analogous way, we define an invariant object of a left (right) coactions.
Proposition 3.2. (1) For any left action pA, α, Xq, there exist an invariant object pαzzX, iq.
(2) For any right coaction pY, β, Bq, there exist an invariant object pYzzβ, pq.
Proof. We define a subspace αzzX of X which consist of x P X such that αpab xq “ paq ¨ x
for any a P A. Let i be the inclusion i : αzzX ãÑ X. It suffices to prove the universality. Let
ξ : Z Ñ X be an arbitrary linear homomorphism satisfying the commutative diagram (3). In
other words, we have paq ¨ ξpzq “ αpab ξpzqq for a P A, z P Z. By definition of the subspace
αzzX, there exists a unique homomorphism ξ¯ : Z Ñ αzzX such that i ˝ ξ¯ “ ξ.
We define a quotient space Yzzβ of Y by identifying pidY b f q ˝ βpyq with f pηBq ¨ y for any
y P Y and linear functional f : B Ñ k. The proof is similar with that of actions. 
Definition 3.3. Let X be a vector space and A be a Hopf algebra. For a left action α : AbX Ñ
X, a pair pαzX, pq is a stabilized object of a left action pA, α, Xq if p : X Ñ αzX is a linear
homomorphism such that pαzX, pq is a coequalizer of following morphisms where τ is the
trivial action.
(4) Ab X Xα
τ
In an analogous way, we define a stabilized object of a left (right) coactions.
Proposition 3.4. (1) For any left action pA, α, Xq, there exist a stabilized object pαzX, pq.
(2) For any right coaction pY, β, Bq, there exist a stabilized object pYzβ, iq.
Proof. We sketch the proof. Let pA, α, Xq be a left action. We define a quotient space αzX
of X by identifying αpa b xq with paq ¨ x for any x P X, a P A. For the quotient map
p : X Ñ αzX, the pair pαzX, pq gives a stabilized object.
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For a right coaction pY, β, Bq, we define Yzβ to be the kernel of pβ´ idYbηBq : Y Ñ YbB.
For the inclusion i : YzβÑ Y , the pair pYzβ, iq gives a stabilized object. 
Definition 3.5. Let ξ : A Ñ B be a bialgebra homomorphism. We define a left action
αξ : Ab B Ñ B of A on B by a composition ∇B ˝ pξ b idBq. In a dual way, we define a right
coaction βξ : A Ñ Ab B of B on A by a composition pidA b ξq ˝ ∆A.
Proposition 3.6. The stabilized object pαξzB, pq has a bicommutative Hopf algebra structure
which gives a cokernel pCokHpξq, cokHpξqq of the bialgebra homomorphism ξ. Analogously,
the stabilized object pAzβξ, iq has a bicommutative Hopf algebra structure which gives a
kernel pKerHpξq, kerHpξqq of the bialgebra homomorphism ξ.
Proof. The readers are referred to [15] [16]. In [7], the proof based on abstract settings is
given. 
4. Short abstract complex
Definition 4.1. Let R be a ring. A 4-tuple X “ pX`, X˝, X´, r´ : ´sq is a short abstract
complex over R if the following conditions hold :
(1) X`, X˝, X´ are finite sets.
(2) rx` : x˝s P R for x` P X`, x˝ P X˝, and rx˝ : x´s P R for x˝ P X˝, x´ P X´.
(3)
ř
x˝PX˝rx` : x˝s ¨ rx˝ : x´s “ 0 for any x` P X`, x´ P X´.
Definition 4.2. Let X,Y be short abstract complexes over R. An isomorphism from X to Y is
given by a bijection s : pX`, X˝, X´q Ñ pY`,Y˝,Y´q between triples of sets such that rspx`q :
spx˝qs “ rx` : x˝s and rspx˝q : spx´qs “ rx˝ : x´s for any x` P X`, x˝ P X˝, x´ P X´.
Definition 4.3. For a short abstract complex X over R, we define a short chain complex of
R-modules C‚pXq as follows. It consists of three R-modules C`pXq,C˝pXq,C´pXq where
C˝pXq def.“ Àx˝PX˝ R for ˝ “ `, ˝,´. We define the boundary homomorphism B` : C`pXq Ñ
C˝pXq by a homomorphism whose px˝, x`q-component is rx` : x˝s. Analogously, we define
the boundary homomorphism B´ : C˝pXq Ñ C´pXq. These data form a chain complex, i.e.
B´ ˝ B` “ 0 since X is an abstract complex over R. We define the R-module HpXq by the
homology of the chain complex CpXq.
Definition 4.4. We define a chain complex of bicommutative Hopf algebras C‚pX; A, αq as
follows. It consists of three bicommutative Hopf algebras C`pX; A, αq,C˝pX; A, αq,C´pX; Aq
where C˝pX; A, αq def.“ Âx˝PX˝ A for ˝ “ `, ˝,´. We define the boundary homomorphismB` : C`pX; A, αq Ñ C˝pX; A, αq by a Hopf algebra homomorphism whose px˝, x`q-component
is αprx` : x˝sq P EndpAq. Analogously, we define the boundary homomorphism B´ :
C˝pX; Aq Ñ C´pX; A, αq. These data form a chain complex, i.e. B´ ˝ B` “ η ˝  since
X is an abstract complex over R. We define the homology Hopf algebra of X with coefficients
in pA, αq by
HpX; A, αq def.“ HpC‚pX; A, αqq.(5)
If the ring R is a field, then the homology Hopf algebra HpX; A, αq is computes from the
homology R-module HpXq. By [17], the pair pA, αq induces a symmetric monoidal functor
from the category PR of finitely generated projective R-modules to the tensor category Veck of
vector spaces. Note that we have the category PR of finitely generated projective R-modules
coincides with VecfinR since R is a field. The functor induces an additive functor pA, αqp´q from
VecfinR to Hopf
bc
k . The functor pA, αqp´q : PR “ VecfinR Ñ Hopfbck is an exact functor since every
short exact sequence splits in VecfinR .
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Proposition 4.5. Suppose that the ring R is a field. Then the ground-state space ofHpX; A, αq
is naturally isomorphic to the underlying vector space of the Hopf algebra pA, αqHpXq.
Proof. We have a natural isomorphism of chain complexes C‚pX; A, αq – pA, αqC‚pXq by
definitions. Thus, we obtain HpX; A, αq – pA, αqHpXq since the functor pA, αqp´q is an exact
functor. 
5. Local stabilizers induced by bicommutative Hopf algebras
5.1. Local stabilizers on short abstract complexes.
Definition 5.1. Let X be a short abstract complex over R. For a bicommutative Hopf algebra
A, we define VpX; Aq by the vector space Âx˝PX˝ UpAq. Here, UpAq denotes the underlying
vector space of the Hopf algebra A.
Definition 5.2. Let A be a bicommutative Hopf algebra with a finite volume in the sense of
[7]. Let α : R Ñ EndpAq be an R-action on A. For a P A, we obtain an element of VpX; Aq
by iterating the comultiplication of A. Note that the Sweedler notation below is well-defined
since A is bicommutative.
∆|X˝|paq “
ÿ`¨ ¨ ¨ b apx˝q b ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ “ÿ â
x˝PX˝
apx˝q(6)
By using the Sweedler notation, we define an endomorphism F “ S`pX, x`; A, αq on VpX; Aq
for x` P X`.
Fpâ
x˝PX˝
vx˝q def.“
ÿ â
x˝PX˝
´
pαprx` : x˝sqσpx˝qA q ¨ vx˝
¯
.(7)
It could be described by the string diagram in Figure 1. If there is no confusion, we abbreviate
S`px`; A, αq for S`pX, x`; A, αq.
Figure 1.
Dually, we define an endomorphism F 1 “ S´pX, x´; A, αq on VpX; Aq for x´ P X´.
F 1pâ
x˝PX˝
vx˝q def.“
ÿ
σA
˜ ź
x˝PX˝
pαprx˝ : x´sqvp2qx˝ q
¸
¨ â
x˝PX˝
vp1qx˝ .(8)
It could be described by the string diagram in Figure 2. If there is no confusion, we abbreviate
S´px´; A, αq for S´pX, x´; A, αq.
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Figure 2.
We define an endomorphismHpX; A, αq on VpX; Aq as follows. Here, 1 denotes the identity
on the space VpX; Aq.
HpX; A, αq def.“
ÿ
x`PX`
p1´ S`px`; A, αqq `
ÿ
x´PX´
p1´ S´px´; A, αqq.(9)
5.2. Eigenspaces of the local Hamiltonian.
Definition 5.3. (1) Let α : A b X Ñ X be a left action of a Hopf algebra A on a vector
space X. For linear homomorphism a : k Ñ A, we define an endomorphism Lαpaq on
X by a composition α ˝ pidX b aq.
(2) Let β : Y Ñ Y b B be a right coaction of a Hopf algebra B on a vector space Y .
For linear homomorphism b : B Ñ k, we define an endomorphism Rβpbq on Y by a
composition pidY b bq ˝ β.
Lemma 5.4. (1) For x` P X`, we have S`px`; A, αq “ LαB` pix` ˝ σAq. Here, ix` : A ÑÂ
x`PX` A is the inclusion into the x`-component.
(2) For x´ P X´, we have S´px´; A, αq “ RβB´ pσA ˝ px´q. Here, px´ :
Â
x´PX´ A Ñ A is
the projection onto the x´-component.
Proof. The operator S`px`; A, αq is described by using the string diagram in Figure 1. It is
nothing but the operator LαB` pix` ˝ σAq by the definition of B`. The remaining part is proved
analogously by using Figure 2. 
Lemma 5.5. Consider a short chain complex of bicommutative Hopf algebras C`
B`Ñ C˝ B´Ñ
C´. The induced left action pC`, αB` ,C˝q and the induced right coaction pC˝, βB´ ,C´q com-
mute with each other in the sense that the diagram below commutes :
(10)
C` bC˝ C` bC˝ bC´
C˝ C˝ bC´
idC`bβB´
αB` αB`bidC´
βB´
Proof. Note that we have B´ ˝ B` “ ηC´ ˝ C` . The claim follows from Figure 3. 
Lemma 5.6. All of the operators S`px`; A, αq and S´px´; A, αq are projections (idempotents)
which commute with each other.
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Figure 3.
Proof. Note that the normalized integral σA is a projection (an idempotent) in A. By Lemma
5.4, the operator S`px`; A, αq is a projection. Moreover, the operators S`px`; A, αq com-
mute with each other since the Hopf algebra A is commutative. Analogously, the operators
S´px´; A, αq are projections which commute with each other. All that remain is to prove that
S`px`; A, αq “ LαB` pix` ˝σAq and S´px´; A, αq “ RβB´ pσA ˝ px´q commute with each other.
It follows from Lemma 5.5. 
Theorem 5.7. (1) The eigenspace of HpX; A, αq gives a direct sum decomposition of
VpX; Aq.
(2) 0 P k is an eigenvalue of HpX; A, αq. Furthermore, there exists a natural isomor-
phism of vector spaces between the ground-state space (the eigenspace of 0) and the
homology Hopf algebra HpX; A, αq.
Proof. By Lemma 5.6, the operatorHpX; A, αq is a sum of commutative projections. It proves
the first claim.
From now on, we show that the kernel of the linear endomorphism HpX; A, αq is naturally
isomorphic to the underlying vector space of homology Hopf algebra HpX; A, αq. The second
claim is proved automatically. In fact, we have
KerpHpX; A, αqq(11)
“ tv P VpX; Aq ; S`px`; A, αqv “ v, S´px´; A, αqv “ v, x` P X`, x´ P X´u,(12)
“ tv P VpX; Aq ;
ź
x`PX`
S`px`; A, αqv “ v,
ź
x´PX´
S´px´; A, αqv “ Vu.(13)
Note that Lemma 5.4 implies
ś
x`PX` S
`px`; A, αq “ LαB` pσC`pX;Aqq and
ś
x´PX´ S
´px´; A, αq “
RβB´ pσC´pX;Aqq. The kernel KerpHpX; A, αqq is the invariant subspace under the action of the
normalized integral σC`pX;Aq and the coaction of normalized cointegral σC´pX;Aq. Therefore,
we obtain a linear isomorphism since the underlying vector space of C˝pX; A, αq is VpX; A, αq
:
KerpHpX; A, αqq – `αB`zzC˝pX; A, αq˘ zβB´ .(14)
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The Hopf algebra C`pX; A, αq has a normalized integral so that we have αB`zzC˝pX; A, αq –
αB`zC˝pX; A, αq. Hence, we obtain
KerpHpX; A, αqq – `αB`zC˝pX; A, αq˘ zβB´(15)
– αB`z
`
C˝pX; A, αqzβB´
˘
(16)
– HpX; A, αq.(17)

5.3. Comparison of the induced symmetric pairings.
Definition 5.8. Let A be a bicommutative Hopf algebra with a finite volume in the sense of
[7]. Let eA : UpAq b UpAq Ñ k be the symmetric pairing defined by a composition of the
normalized cointegral σA and the multiplication ∇ on A multiplied with the dimension dim A
:
eA
def.“ dim A ¨ `σA ˝ ∇A˘ .(18)
In other words, eApx, yq “ dim A ¨ σApxyq for x, y P A.
Proposition 5.9. The pairing eA is non-degenerate.
Proof. In fact, there exists a linear homomorphism i : k Ñ UpAq bUpAq such that e, i forms
a self-duality of UpAq. Such i is given by the composition dim A ¨ ppS b idAq ˝ ∆A ˝ σAq.
Following the Sweedler notation, ip1q “ dim A ¨ př S pσp1qA q b σp2qA q. 
Lemma 5.10. Let A, B be a bicommutative Hopf algebra with a finite volume. Let ξ : A Ñ B
be a bialgebra homomorphism and αξ : A b B Ñ B be the induced left action. Under the
isomorphism ξγ : αξzzB Ñ αξzB “ CokHpξq, the restriction pairing of eB coincides with the
pairing eCokHpξq.
Proof. We use some integrals along bialgebra homomorphisms [7]. Denote by µϕ the nor-
malized generator integral along ϕ for a bialgebra homomorphism ϕ. We first prove that
dim B ¨σB ˝µcokHpξq “ dim CokHpξq ¨σCokHpξq. Note that we have σC “ µηC for a Hopf algebra
C. Since ηcokHpξq “ cokHpξq˝ηB, we have σB˝µcokHpξq “ µηB ˝µcokHpξq “ vol´1pImpξqq¨σcokHpξq
by the composition rule. Since we have vol´1pImpξqq “ vol´1pBq ¨ vol´1pCokHpξqq´1, we ob-
tain vol´1pBq´1 ¨σB ˝ µcokHpξq “ vol´1pCokHpξqq´1 ¨σCokHpξq. Since the inverse of the inverse
volume is the dimension, we obtain dim B ¨ σB ˝ µcokHpξq “ dim CokHpξq ¨ σCokHpξq.
Let x, y P αξzzB. Put z “ x ¨ y. Then ξpσAq ¨ z “ pξpσAq ¨ xq ¨ y “ x ¨ y “ z so that
µcokHpξqpξγpzqq “ z. By the above claim, we obtain eBpx, yq “ dim B ¨ σBpzq “ dim B ¨ σB ˝
µcokHpξqpξγpzqq “ dim CokHpξq ¨ σCokHpξqpξγpzqq “ eCokHpξqpξγpxq, ξγpyqq. It completes the
proof. 
Theorem 5.11. (1) The eigenspaces of HpX; A, αq give an orthogonal decomposition of
VpX; Aq.
(2) 0 P k is an eigenvalue ofHpX; A, αq. Furthermore, there exists a natural isomorphism
of vector spaces with pairings between the ground-state space (the eigenspace of 0)
and the homology Hopf algebra HpX; A, αq.
Proof. Recall that the operatorHpX; A, αq is a sum of symmetric projections which commute
with each other. Hence the eigenspaces give an orthogonal decomposition of VpX; Aq.
We prove the third claim. Recall the proof of Theorem 5.7. By Lemma 5.10, the iso-
morphism αB`zzC˝pX; A, αq – αB`zC˝pX; A, αq “ CokpB`q preserves the induced pairings.
Hene, the isomorphism KerpHq – `αB`zC˝pX; A, αq˘ zβB´ – CokpB`qzβB´ – HpX; A, αq
preserves the induced pairings. 
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6. Application to topology
6.1. Local stabilizers on q-cells of CW-complexes. We remark that the notations and re-
sults in this subsection extend to regular complexes with oriented homology cells in appendix
A.
Definition 6.1. Let pK, Lq be a finite CW-pair. For a nonnegative integer q, we define a short
abstract complex over R. It is denoted by ΞqpK, L; Rq “ pX`, X˝, X´, r´ : ´sq and defined by
(1) X˘ is the set of pq˘ 1q-cells of the CW-pair pK, Lq.
(2) X˝ is the set of q-cells of the CW-pair pK, Lq.
(3) r˝ : 4s P R denotes the incidence number of cells [13].
Theorem 6.2. Let X “ ΞqpK, L; Rq.
(1) The eigenspace ofHpX; A, αq gives an orthogonal decomposition of VpX; Aq –Âq´cells A.
(2) 0 P k is an eigenvalue ofHpX; A, αq. Furthermore, there exists a natural isomorphism
of vector spaces with pairings between the ground-state space (the eigenspace of 0)
and the q-th ordinary homology Hopf algebra HqpK, L; Aq.
Proof. Since H‚p´; Aq is an ordinary homology theory, we have a natural isomorphism
HpX; A, αq “ HqpCcell‚ pK, L; Aqq – HqpK, L; Aq. Then the claims follow from Theorem
5.11. 
6.2. Reproduction of Kitaev’s local stabilizers. In this subsection, we apply the results in
subsection 6.1 to polyhedral complex which is a special class of CW-complex. We use the
notion of polyhedral complex following Definition 2.39 [12].
Proposition 6.3. Let K be a polyhedral complex. For a q-cell cq and pq ´ 1q-cell cq´1, the
incidence number rcq : cq´1s is 0, 1, or p´1q. It is 0 if and only if cq´1 is not a face of cq.
Proof. It is proved in Lemma 7.1 [13] (for regular CW-complexes). 
By the above observation, if cq´1 is a face of cq, then the index is determined by difference
of the orientation of cq´1 and that of the boundary of cq. We reproduce the Kitaev lattice
model by considering a 2-dimensional polyhedral complex K for the case of q “ 1 [1], [4]
[11], [14]. Let A be a finite-dimensional semi-simple bicommutative Hopf algebra over k.
Figure 4.
Let c0 be a 0-cell. We compute the operator S´pc0; Aq. Suppose that edges on K whose
source is c0 are c1,1, c1,2, ¨ ¨ ¨ c1,k. See Figure 4. Then we have rc1,r : c0s is 1 or p´1q due to
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Proposition 6.3. Moreover, rc1,r : c0s “ 1 due to the relations of their orientations. Hence,
we obtain
S´pc0; Aqp
â
c1
vc1q “
ÿ
σAp
ź
c1
vp2qc1 q ¨
â
c1
vp1qc1 .(19)
Analogously, we compute the operator S`pc2; Aq for a 2-cell c2. Suppose that faces of c2
are c1,1, c1,2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , c1,l. See Figure 4. Then we have rc2 : c1,rs is 1 or p´1q due to Proposition
6.3. Moreover, rc2 : c1,rs “ 1 due to the relations of their orientations. Hence, we obtain
S`pc2; Aqp
â
c1
vc1q “
ÿâ
c1
´
σ
pc1q
A ¨ vc1
¯
(20)
Proposition 6.4. Consider the induced short abstract complex X “ Ξ1pK,H;Zq over Z.
Then the stabilizer operators in the literature are induced by the transposition XT : the opera-
tors Apc0q, Bpc2q in [11] coincide with S`pXT , cT0 ;CGq “ S´pX, c0;CGq_, S´pXT , cT2 ;CGq “
S`pX, c2;CGq_. Likewise, for general A, the operators Ac0 , Bc2 in [1], Apc0q, Bpc2q in [4],
AσAc0 , B
σA
c2 in [14] coincide with S
`pXT , cT0 ; Aq, S´pXT , cT2 ; Aq respectively.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 7.2 and the above computation. 
7. Duality
7.1. Transposition duality.
Definition 7.1. Let X be a short abstract complex over R. We define its transposition short
abstract complex XT “ pXT`, XT˝ , XT´, r´ : ´sq by XT` def.“ X´, XT˝ def.“ X˝, XT´ def.“ X`, rxT˝ :
xT4s def.“ rx4 : x˝s P R. Here, we use a formal notation xT` P XT´ (xT´ P XT`, resp.) to represent
the element corresponding to x` P X` (x´ P X´, resp.).
We denote by A_ the dual Hopf algebra of A. In other words, its underlying vector space
is a dual of A and its Hopf algebra structure is induced by the duals of that of A. An R-action
α on A induces an R-action α_ on the dual A_ via the duality.
Proposition 7.2. Under the isomorphism of vector spaces VpXT ; Aq – VpX; A_q_, we have
S`pXT , xT´; A, αq “ S´pX, x´; A_, α_q_ and S´pXT , xT`; A, αq “ S`pX, x`; A_, α_q_. In
particular, we have HpXT ; A, αq “ HpX; A_, α_q_.
Proof. The first claim follows from the following equations. The other claims automatically
follows from the first claim.
S`pxT´; A, αq “ LαBT´ pixT´ ˝ σAq,(21)
“ LαB_´ pixT´ ˝ σAq,(22)
“ RβB´ pσA_ ˝ px´q_,(23)
“ S´px´; A_, α_q_.(24)

Remark 7.3. Recall the isomorphism VpXT ; Aq – VpX; A_q_ in Proposition 7.2. We note
that the isomorphism does not preserve the induced pairings. In fact, we have eA_p f , gq “
e_A p f , S pgqq. For a non-degenerate pairing e on a vector space V, we denote by e_ the
induced non-degenerate pairing on its dual V_. The proof follows from the following direct
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calculations where the isomorphism eA : UpAq Ñ UpAq_ is defined by peApxqq pyq “ eApx, yq.
eA_peApxq, eApyqq “
ÿ
eApy, σp2qA q ¨ eApx, σp1qA q,(25)
“ pdim Aq2 ¨
ÿ
σApy ¨ σp2qA q ¨ σApx ¨ σp1qA q,(26)
“ pdim Aq2 ¨ σApy ¨ S pxqq,(27)
“ dim A ¨ eApS pxq, yq,(28)
“ e_A peApS pxqq, eApyqq,(29)
“ e_A pS peApxqq, eApyqq(30)
7.2. Poincare´-Lefschetz duality of local stabilizers. In this subsection, we compare ab-
stract stabilizer models on a “lattice” and its “dual lattice”. Let M be a polyhedral complex.
For a subcomplex K of M, denote by K‹ the complex consisting of dual cells in the supple-
ment of K in M (see Definition A.16). In general, K‹ is a regular cell-complex with oriented
homology cells, which may not be a polyhedral complex. Note that the notations and results
in subsection 6.1 formally extends to regular cell-complexes with oriented homology cells.
Theorem 7.4 (Poincare´-Lefschetz Duality). Let R be a commutative unital ring. Let M be
a closed R-oriented m-manifold M with a polyhedral complex structure. Let L Ă K be its
polyhedral subcomplexes. Then we have an isomorphism of short abstract complexes over R,
ΞqpL‹,K‹; Rq – Ξm´qpK, L; RqT .(31)
Proof. It follows from the Poincare´-Lefschetz Duality of cellular (co)chain complexes in
Corollary A.18. 
Corollary 7.5. Recall the assumptions in Theorem 7.4. Let X “ Ξm´qpK, L; Rq and Y “
ΞqpL‹,K‹; Rq.
(1) For an pm´ q´ 1q-cell c´ and its dual cell pq` 1q-cell c_´, we have
S`pY, c_´; A, αq – S´pX, c´; A_, α_q_.(32)
(2) For an pm´ q` 1q-cell c` and its dual cell pq´ 1q-cell c_`, we have
S´pY, c_`; A, αq – S`pX, c`; A_, α_q_.(33)
(3) We have
HpY; A, αq – HpX; A_, α_q_.(34)
Proof. It follows from Proposition 7.2 and Theorem 7.4. 
Example 7.6. If we denote by the dual complex [3] by K_, then we have an excision isomor-
phism Ξ1pK_, pBzKq_;Zq – Ξ1ppBxKq‹,K‹;Zq. By Corollary 7.4, we obtain an isomorphism
of short abstract complexes,
Ξ1pK, BxK;ZqT – Ξ1pK_, pBzKq_;Zq.(35)
A. Poincare´-Lefschetz duality
Definition A.1. Let T be a topological space and T p‚q be a filtration of T , i.e. a sequence of
subspaces,
¨ ¨ ¨ Ă T p´1q Ă T p0q Ă T p1q Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă T pqq Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă T.(36)
We do not assume
Ť
q T
pqq “ T or Şq T pqq “ H.
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We define a chain complex associated with a filtration T p‚q denoted by
C f iltq pT p‚qq def.“ HqpT pqq,T pq´1q; Rq(37)
, the q-th singular homology theory of a pair of topological spaces pT pqq,T pq´1qq with coef-
ficients in Z. The boundary homomorphism B f iltq : C f iltq pT p‚qq Ñ C f iltq´1pT p‚qq is defined by a
composition of
HqpT pqq,T pq´1q; Rq BqÑ Hq´1pT pq´1q; Rq Ñ Hq´1pT pq´1q,T pq´2q; Rq.(38)
Here, the latter homomorphism is induced by the inclusion pT pq´1q,Hq Ñ pT pq´1q,T pq´2qq.
Note that B f iltq´1˝B f iltq “ 0 [13]. We define a chain complex C f ilt‚ pT p‚qq def.“
´
C f iltq pT p‚qq, B f iltq
¯
qPZ
.
We denote by H f ilt‚ pT p‚qq the homology theory associated with the chain complex C f ilt‚ pT p‚qq.
Proposition A.2. Suppose that HppT pqq,T pq´1q; Rq – 0 if p ‰ q. Then we have a natural
isomorphism between the homology theory associated with the filtration and the singular
homology theory, H f iltq pT p‚qq – limÝÑk HqpT pkq; Rq.
Proof. We sketch the proof. By assumption, the induced morphism HqpT pq`1q; Rq Ñ HqpT ppq; Rq
is an isomorphism for p ą q. In particular, we have limÝÑk HqpT pkq;Zq – HqpT pq`1q;Zq. By
the assumption, HqpT pq´1q; Rq – 0. Hence, the kernel of Bcellq is isomorphic to the kernel
of HqpT pqq,T pq´1q;Zq Ñ Hq´1pT pq´1q; Rq which coincides with the image of HqpT pqq; Rq Ñ
HqpT pqq,T pq´1q; Rq by a long exact sequence. The image is isomorphic to HqpT pqq; Rq since
Hq´1pT pq`1q; Rq – 0 by the assumption. As a result, the kernel of Bcellq is isomorphic to
HqpT pqq; Rq. Hence, the q-th cellular homology is given by a cokernel of Hq`1pT pq`1q,T pqq; Rq Ñ
HqpT pqq; Rq which is isomorphic to HqpT pq`1q; Rq since HqpT pq`2q; Rq – 0 by the assump-
tion. 
We extend the notion of regular CW-complex, its cellular chain complex and homology
as follows. They are necessary to describe a Poincare´-Lefschetz duality on complex level in
section A.
Definition A.3. A topological space X is a homology k-sphere if there exists an isomorphism
H‚pX;Zq – H‚pS k;Zq. Note that by the long exact sequence, we have H‚pCX, X;Zq –
H‚pDk`q, S k;Zq where CX is the cone of X.
Definition A.4. A regular homology q-cell on a topological space X is given by a pair pc, ϕq
such that
‚ c Ă X is a subspace. Denote by c¯ the closure and Bc the boundary.
‚ The boundary of Bc is a homology pq´ 1q-sphere.
‚ ϕ is a homeomorphism of pairs pc¯, Bcq – pCBcq, Bcqq preserving Bcq.
For simplicity, we denote by a regular homology q-cell by c.
Definition A.5. An orientation on a regular homology q-cell is defined by an isomorphism
Hqpc¯, Bc;Zq – Z. An oriented regular homology q-cell is a regular homology q-cell equipped
with an orientation.
Example A.6. A regular q-cell of a regular CW-complex gives a regular homology q-cell.
Definition A.7. A regular complex structure K with homology cells on X is given by a family
of homology cells tcq, juq, j in X such that
‚ cq, j is a regular homology q-cell for j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nq.
‚ cq, j Ş cq1, j1 “ H
‚ šq, j cq, j Ñ X is a quotient map.
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‚ If we denote by Kpqq the q-skeleton, i.e. Kpqq is a union of homology r-cells for r ď q,
then Bcq, j Ă Kpq´1q.
A regular complex with oriented homology cells is a regular complex with homology cells
whose homology cells are oriented.
For a regular complex structure K with homology cells on X, L is a subcomplex if L is
closed set in X and L is the union of a set of homology cells in K. Then the homology cells
consisting of L gives a regular complex structure with homology cells.
Example A.8. A regular CW-complex structure gives a regular complex structure with ho-
mology cells.
Fix a closed R-oriented m-dimensional manifold M which is triangulable. Recall the
Poincare´-Lefschetz duality : We have an isomorphism
rMsX : HqpM; Rq Ñ Hm´qpM; Rq.(39)
Note that the isomorphism is induced by the cap product with the fundamental class of M,
rMs P HmpM; Rq.
Definition A.9. Let ∆ be a polyhedral complex structure of M and ∆1 be the first barycentric
subdivision. Let K be a subcomplex of ∆. Then the supplement of K in ∆, denoted by K˚, is
defined as a subcomplex of ∆1, which consists of all simplcies none of whose vertices are in
K1.
Consider the skeleton filtration of K,
Kp‚q : H “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Kp´1q Ă Kp0q Ă Kp1q Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Kpqq Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Kpmq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ K.(40)
Define a filtration T p‚qpKq of ∆1 by T pqqpKq def.“ `Kpn´q´1q˘˚ where
T p‚qpKq : K˚ “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ `Kpmq˘˚ Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă `Kp0q˘˚ Ă `Kp´1q˘˚ “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ∆1(41)
We have a refinement of the Poincare´-Lefschetz duality ([20] Theorem 7.4),
HqpK, L; Rq – Hm´qpL˚,K˚; Rq.(42)
Since the q-skeleton Kpqq is also a subcomplex of ∆, we have,
HqpKpqq,Kpq´1q; Rq – Hm´qp
`
Kpq´1q
˘˚
,
`
Kpqq
˘˚
; Rq.(43)
Recall that the left hand side HqpKpqq,Kpq´1q; Rq is naturally isomorphic to the q-th com-
ponent of cellular cochain complex, i.e. CqcellpKq. The right hand side is the filtration chain
complex of T ‚pKq in Definition A.9, in particular we obtain an isomorphism,
%q : CqcellpKq Ñ C f iltm´qpT p‚qpKqq.(44)
Proposition A.10. The sequence of isomorphisms %˜ “ `p´1qqpm`1q%q˘qPZ gives a chain iso-
morphism
%˜ : C‚cellpKq Ñ C f iltm´‚pT p‚qpKqq.(45)
The isomorphism is natural for inclusions : Let L Ă K be a subcomplex. Then the following
diagram commutes,
(46)
C‚cellpKq C‚cellpLq
C f iltm´‚pT p‚qpKqq C f iltm´‚pT p‚qpLqq
%˜ %˜
Proof. The first claim follows from Theorem 6.31 [20]. The second claim is due to Corollary
6.33 [20]. It completes the proof. 
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We introduce a notion of dual cell to deal with (45) as a cellular chain complex in the
extended sense.
Definition A.11. Recall ∆ and ∆1 in Definition A.9. Let cq be a q-cell of ∆. We define
the dual cell of cq as a subspace c_q Ă M to be a union of simplices consisting of joins
tqcˆq` tq`1cˆq`1`¨ ¨ ¨` tmcˆm where tq ‰ 0 and c j’s runs all j-cells such that c j is a face of c j`1.
Here, m is the dimension of M as before.
Definition A.12. We define an isomorphism κq : Hqpcq, Bcq; Rq – Hm´qpc_q , Bc_q ; Rq by
Hqpcq, Bcq; Rq p´1q
qpm`1qÑ Hqpcq, Bcq; Rq PDÑ Hn´qppBcqq˚, pcqq˚; Rq exc.Ñ Hm´qpc_q , Bc_q ; Rq(47)
Here, PD means (42). In particular, the boundary Bc_q is a homology pn´ q´ 1q-sphere.
Lemma A.13. A dual cell c_q of a q-cell cq is naturally a regular homology pn ´ qq-cell on
M. Furthermore, the orientation on cell cq by its characteristic map induces an orientation
on the dual cell c_q via the isomorphism κq.
Proof. We compute the closure and boundary of c_q in M. Note that taking closures preserves
finite unions. The closure of c_q in M is given by a union of simplices whose vertices are
cˆq, cˆq`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cˆm for all j-cells c j such that c j is a face of c j`1 for q ď j ď m. Hence, the
boundary of c_q in M, Bc_q , is a union of simplices whose vertices are cˆq`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cˆm for all
j-cells c j such that c j is a face of c j`1 for q ď j ď m. In particular, the closure c_q is a cone
of the boundary Bc_q . 
Remark A.14. The dual cell c_q is not a cell, i.e. pc¯_q , Bc_q q is not homeomorphic to pDn´q, S n´q´1q
in general. Even if q “ 0, for example, then Bc_0 is a link of the vertex c0 in ∆1. Note that
the link is not homeomorphic to a sphere since there exists a topological manifold with a
triangulatioin which does not admit a PL structure for m ě 5.
Proposition A.15. The dual-cells for ∆ give a regular cell-complex structure with oriented
homology cells on M. We denote the regular complex byH‹.
Proof. By Lemma A.13, the dual-cells are homology cells. The dual cells are disjoint to
each other by definitions. Note that the dual cells are subcomplexes of the finite simplicial
complex ∆1. Hence, the gluing map is a quotient map. If we denote by pH‹qpqq the q-skeleton,
then the boundary Bc_q of dual-cell lies in pH‹qpn´q´1q by the computation of the boundaryBc_q in the proof of Lemma A.13. It completes the proof. 
Definition A.16. Let K be a subcomplex of ∆ as before. Then the collection of dual-cells
lying in K˚ is a subcomplex of H˚ in the sense of Definition A.7. We denote the induced
regular cell-complex structure by K‹.
Recall the filtration T p‚qpKq in (A.9).Then by definitions, we have an equality between
filtrations,
T p‚qpKq “ pH‹,K‹qp‚q .(48)
Here, pH‹,K‹qp‚q is the skeleton filtration associated with the complex-pair pH‹,K‹q, i.e.
pH‹,K‹qpqq def.“ K‹ŤpH‹qpqq. The chain isomorphism %˜ induces a chain isomorphism C‚cellpKq –
C f ilt‚ ppH‹,K‹qp‚qq
Proposition A.17. The chain isomorphism %˜ induces a chain isomorphism,
C‚cellpKq – Ccellm´‚pH‹,K‹q.(49)
Note that the right hand side is defined by a cokernel of Ccellm´‚pK‹q Ñ Ccellm´‚pH‹q.
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The isomorphism is natural for inclusions : Let L Ă K be a subcomplex. Then the follow-
ing diagram commutes,
(50)
C‚cellpKq C‚cellpLq
Ccellm´‚pH‹,K‹q Ccellm´‚pH‹, L‹q
%˜ %˜
Proof. It suffices to prove that Ccell‚ pH‹,K‹q – C f ilt‚ ppH‹,K‹qp‚qq. Recall that CcellpK‹q “
C f iltppK‹qp‚qq by definition. It follows from the induced short exact sequence.
0 Ñ C f ilt‚ ppK‹qp‚qq Ñ C f ilt‚ ppH‹qp‚qq Ñ C f ilt‚ ppH‹,K‹qp‚qq Ñ 0(51)
The commutativity in the second claim follows from that of Proposition A.10. 
Corollary A.18. Let L Ă K be subcomplexes of ∆. Then we have a chain isomorphism which
extends (49).
C‚cellpK, Lq – Ccelln´‚pL‹,K‹q.(52)
Under the orientations of dual cells in Lemma A.13, the isomorphism assigns c_q to cq.
Proof. The isomorphism (52) follows from the naturality with respect to inclusions in Propo-
sition A.17. The second claim follows from the definition of κq in Definition A.12. 
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